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English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from A Brief Extract of a New English
Prosody: Based Upon the Laws of English Rhythm Our traditional Prosody comes to us from the
Grammarians of the Renaissance; they received it from their Classic predecessors. The Classic
Grammarians naturally based their Prosody upon Quantity, since the length or shortness of the
successive syllables obviously determined the form of Latin and Greek verse. The system was briefly
as follows: When successive long or short syllables were arranged in definite groupings measured
off by the total time value of each group, the result was metre (metrum). These groups were given
special names - trochaei , iambi , dactyli , etc. When the groups followed one another in certain
series, like bars of music they produced each a definite tempo-accent ( ictus ). These ictuses
following one another in series yielded rhythm( rhythmus or numerus ). In Classic Prosody therefore
Rhythm is the indirect effect of Metre. English Poetry, however, does not employ Metre as a means of
producing Rhythm. To develop their varied rhythms - infinitely more varied...
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This written ebook is excellent. It is amongst the most awesome ebook i have study. You will not truly feel monotony at whenever you want of the time
(that's what catalogs are for regarding if you ask me).
-- Deva nte La ng wor th IV
Most of these pdf is the best pdf offered. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. You may like just how the writer write this pdf.
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